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Larrain y Asociados and Morales & Besa
Assist on $81m Syndicated Loan
07-09-2018
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Larrain y Asociados and Morales & Besa have assisted Banco de Chile, Itaú Corpbanca and Banco del
Estado de Chile and Ruta de la Araucanìa Sociedad Concesionaria, respectively, in an $81m syndicated
financing, provided to the concessionaire, for the execution of certain additional work, required by
MOP related to the public work concession “Concesión Internacional Ruta 5 Tramo CollipulliTemuco”. The deal closed August 20th.
Representation involved structuring, negotiation and documentation of a loan contract and a set of
amendments of the previous credits of the concession company, together with a package of global
guarantees which involved the amendment of the original credit agreement and the amendment of the
security documents previously granted, in order to secure the obligations assumed under the new
financing.
The operation was particularly complex in view of the fact that the terms and conditions of the current
financing of the concessionaire company had to be made compatible, on the one hand, with the new
structure financing for the new works required by MOP, safeguarding the full consistency between
them.
The Larrain team, led by partner Patricio Montes and associates Diego Garay and Teresita Vinagre,
acted for the lenders, while Morales & Besa acted for Ruta de la Araucanìa Sociedad Concesionaria,

with a team led by partner Myriam Barahona, assisted by associates Paulo Quinteros and Bernardo
Mora.
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HEADLINE NEWS

Galicia Assists on $14m IPO

Amprimo & Flury Boosts Arbitration and RE
Practices with New Partner Appointment

Galicia Abogados served
as counsel to U-Storage as
issuer and Banorte as
underwriter in relation with
a $14m initial pub...

Flavien Charlon (Trezeo) :"banks generally
tend to be open to fintechs nowadays"

Amprimo & Flury
Abogados has bolstered its
arbitration and real estate
practice groups with the
appointment of Eduar...

Brian Stafford (Diligent): “Software has a
material role in improving corporate...

With eight years of
experience working for
Microsoft behind him,
Flavien Charlon cofounded Trezeo in 2016.
The financia...

India Regulates the Use of Drones

Diligent is a leading
software provider that
delivers corporate
governance solutions to
board members, company
secretari...

Bryan, Garnier & Co advises Blueberry
Therapeutics on £10 million Series B Fundr...

by Rohit Singh, Head Patents, Abu-Ghazaleh
Intellectual Property
(AGIP), India Come
December 1st 2018 and it
wo...

MORE NEWS

Bryan, Garnier & Co acted
as the Sole Financial
Advisor to Blueberry
Therapeutics in a deal
which closed on
Septembe...

